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INGO LüTJENS, Archsum LA 65 (Melenknop), Schichtpaket A. Eine Siedlung der jüngeren vorrömi
schen Eisen- bis frühen römischen Kaiserzeit. Universitätsforschungen zur Prähistorischen Archäo
logie Band 149. Verlag Dr. Rudolf Habelt, Bonn 2008. € 107,-. ISBN 978-3-7749-3449-8. 
2 volumes wich 574 pages, 243 figures, 10 plates and a CD-Rom. 

For some reason ehe archaeology of settlements, understood as ehe archaeology of dwelling places of 
ehe living, does not have ehe same esteem as ehe archaeology of graves, ehe resting place of ehe dead. 
Strange as it may seem, ehe reason may simply be that to archaeology ehe most important and basic 
building stone of knowledge is not ehe artefact itself but its context. While graves usually offer sealed 
contexts, this is not as often ehe case in settlement archaeology. Being ehe place of ehe living, settle
ments are places of continuous activity and change. At places settled ehrough longer periods of time, 
ehis may mean that what originally were sealed contexts may have been reopened and redeposited 
several times. Since it is ehe place of ehe living, simple activities such as cleaning up or collecting 
manure may remove artefacts from their functional context and place ehern in foreign environments, 
leaving eheir original place wiehout traces of ehe activity. Furthermore, most of ehe activities at dwell
ing sites consist of things or acts ehat leave only rarely or not at all a trace in ehe archaeological 
record, such as meetings, celebrations, ceremonies, production including organic material, etc. Thus 
settlement archaeology is full of challenges, and researching them is time consuming and may seem 
little rewarding. This may be the reason why so few excavated settlements have reached near-to final 
publication. But when they have, they have often assumed an almost iconographic status. lt is in 
this light that one should consider the present work of Ingo Lütjens. 

The aim of the publication is to present the results of the excavation of the settlement mound 
Melenknop at the North Frisian island Sylt. More precisely, the task is to sort out and reconstruct 
ehe buildings and ehe settlement development of ehe site during ehe Late Pre-Roman and Early Ro
man lron Age. 

The investigations at Melenknop were carried out during a period of ten years from 1963 to 
1972 under the direction of Georg Kossack. Within the framework of a DFG-research programme, 
the 90 times 125 m !arge settlement mound was completely excavated (i.e. about 10 000 m2). From 
a settlement archaeological point of view this may seem a relatively small site, but this was compen
sated by its complexity, since prehistoric activities from the Neolithic up to the Migration period 
had produced up to 1.5 m of occupation layers. Due to the complexity of the documentation and 
the site, the book only considers a part of the archaeological deposits: the occupation layers dating 
from the Late Pre-Roman lron Age and the transition to the Early Roman lron Age, the so-called 
"Schichtpaket A". Thus the work is not a "stand alone" but must be read and understood in con
junction with previous and possible future publications of the site. 

Ingo Lütjens did not take part in the investigations himself. He was not born at the time they 
started. His involvement began in 1995, when he was offered the material as a theme for a PhD by 
one of the excavators, who also offered advice and assistance with interpretation of the documenta
tion. Thus, the author cannot be criticised for the excavation methods or for the documentation or 
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